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Strong Growth But Expect A Slower Pace
Financial Conditions Remain A Tailwind
Labor Market Is Improving
Service Sector Remains Strong

NEGATIVES
– Supply Chain Bottlenecks
– Consumer Sentiment Remains Low
– COVID-19 Variants

As we end 2021 and head into 2022, our outlook for the economy
and growth is bright. Growth next year should increase at a
healthy pace, but investors should expect it to be at a slower pace
compared to last year. The re-opening, labor recovery, fiscal
spending and strong corporate profits are just a few tailwinds for
the economy in the year ahead.
Inflation has been a concern as high demand, fiscal stimulus and
supply chain issues contribute to soaring prices. Inflation will
likely persist in the first half of the year, but we see it slowing in
the second half of the year. The labor market recovery and the
opening of supply chain bottlenecks should aid in reducing some
of the inflation pressures next year.
The U.S. economy is well within the mid-cycle of the business
cycle and we believe this will continue through the year.
Consumer sentiment remains a headwind as COVID-19 variants
and uncertainty still weigh on the minds of consumers.
Fortunately, the labor market continues to improve while we see
the manufacturing and services areas are growing at a healthy
pace. Fiscal spending should also be a tailwind for growth next
year and the financial conditions do not appear stretched, all of
which should help the economy grow in 2022.
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Resilient Corporate Earnings
Re-Opening Momentum
Easing Of Tax Increase Anxieties
More Fiscal Spending In Pipeline
Potentially, COVID-19 Becoming More Like The Flu

NEGATIVES
– Less- Accommodative Federal Reserve
– More Persistent High Inflation
– Rising Interest Rates Impacting Technology

2021 has been a great year for stocks. It has been driven by
continually easy monetary policies, more fiscal spending, wide
distribution of vaccines, a resilient consumer, and a recovering
economy, however, new COVID-19 variants have been a hiccup.
Investors should be humble predicting the future in these
unprecedented times. COVID-19 and its many variants are a wild
card that has thrown wrenches in many forecasts. The key in this
uncertain environment is to be agile, have contingency plans,
and most importantly, be well diversified. Nevertheless, our
current assessment is 2022 should be a good year for the stock
market. We should see earnings growth decelerate from the 2021
level, but companies should still deliver above long-term average
earnings.
The continued re-opening, the labor market recovery, and
infrastructure fiscal spending should provide the tailwind for
this growth. In addition, the inventories rebuilding cycle, healthy
consumer balance sheets, and rising corporate profits are all
additional drivers of our forecast for a better-than-average
earnings in 2022.
This improving economic activity is good for risk assets such as
stocks. However, we believe equities have become very sensitive
to extraordinary levels of easy global monetary policies. In 2022,
the monetary conditions will be less supportive, and hence
investors should expect a year of high volatility.
In light of these developments, we believe investors should stay
invested in stocks but favor large over small market capitalization,
quality over high-beta stocks, and overall stay balanced between
cyclical/value and secular/growth stocks. In rising inflation,
companies with pricing power should do well. The high growth
stocks with lofty valuations and no earnings are an area to avoid.
These are the most sensitive stocks to the less-accommodative
Federal Reserve (Fed) in 2022.
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Bonds Acting As Safe-Haven During Volatile Periods
Inflation Eventually Easing Off
Possible Rising COVID-19 Trends
Fiscal Spending Waning
Global Debt Trap Keep Interest Rates Stuck

NEGATIVES
–
–
–
–
–

Any Improving Covid-19 Trends
A Recovering Economy
More Hawkish Fed
Near-Record Low Corporate Spreads
Expensive Valuation

Bonds struggled in 2021 as COVID-19 waves whipsawed different
parts of the market. Initially, the vaccine distributions saw
the Treasury market selling off in anticipation of a stronger
economy in the first quarter. An improving economy is often
unfavorable news for bonds, especially U.S. Treasury notes and
bonds. However, COVID-19 variants threw a wrench in economic
optimism, and the bond market rallied as investors sought safety.
With vaccine and prior infection immunity, we are seeing
COVID-19 impacts on the economy lessen after each new wave.
Hence, barring any immunity-escaping variant, we believe the
economy should do well in 2022. However, we believe the Fed
becoming less dovish and the massive debt countries took on
post-pandemic will increase volatility in the Bond market and lead
to more muted returns in 2022.
Therefore, investors should keep duration lower than normal and
favor short-term dated bonds as the Federal Reserve embarks
on its interest rate tightening cycle. We expect the Fed to end the
tapering of its Quantitative Easing program by the 2nd quarter of
2022 and potentially start the hiking cycle in the summer or fall of
next year, depending on inflation and economic data.
Furthermore, we like short-term investment-grade corporate
bonds, Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS), floating rate
bonds, senior and bank loans as well as fallen angels as corporate
bond upgrades outpaces downgrades and as strong earnings
shore up companies’ balance sheets.

FOR INVESTORS
Equities

― Earnings gains above average, but less than 2021
― Inflation boosts companies with pricing power
― Mid economic cycle: favor quality companies, large over small
― Stay balanced between cyclical/value and secular/growth
stocks
― Increase in interest rates: headwinds for technology sector
― Expect volatility but positive year overall

Fixed Income

― Expect volatility (Fed balancing act)
― Muted returns
― TIPS (Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities) may do well if
inflation rises
― Favor Corporate bonds with healthy balance sheets
― Keep durations modest and favor senior loans, floating rates
and bank loans

WHAT COULD GO WRONG
― Another COVID-19 variant becoming more transmissible and
deadlier; leading to major lockdowns around the world (Not
likely in the U.S., more likely in Europe and Asia)
― Inflation more persistent well into 2022
― Federal Reserve policy mistake: tighten too early, only to
see inflation moderate. The tightening could hurt economic
growth.
― Risk appetite too high
― Extreme valuations
― Massive deficit and debt as interest rates rise

Disclosure

This information is of a general nature and does not constitute financial advice. It does not take into account
your individual financial situation, objectives or needs, and should not be relied upon as a substitute for financial
or other professional advice to assess, among other things, whether any such information is appropriate for you
and/or applicable to your particular circumstances. In addition, this does not constitute an offer to sell, or the
solicitation of an offer to buy, any financial product, service or program. The information contained herein is
based on public information we believe to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed.
Investing involves risks, including loss of principal.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
ALPS Distributors, Inc. 1290 Broadway, Ste. 1000, Denver, CO 80203 (Member FINRA). ALPS is not affiliated with
James Investment Research, Inc.
Quantitative Easing: a course of action undertaken by the Federal Reserve to increase the money supply by
flooding financial institutions with capital in an effort to promote increased lending and liquidity.
Beta: a measure of the volatility—or systematic risk—of a security or portfolio compared to the market as a
whole.
Fallen Angels: a bond that was initially given an investment-grade rating but has since been reduced to junk
bond status.
Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS): A type of Treasury security issued by the U.S. government and
are indexed to inflation in order to protect investors from a decline in the purchasing power of their money.
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